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Zander and his gamer friends used to face danger without fear, finding strength in the promise of a

safe respawn. Nothing could harm or destroy them. This was only a game... or was it?A game,

played in an ancient hyperspace network. A game involving dozens of real-life alien civilizations.

Earth is deserted. The fate of humanity is unknown.The few human survivors are now stuck in the

Darg star system. All they can do is fight to the last. They must find the Phantom Server - the

nucleus of the interstellar network created by the ancient civilization of the Founders. In order to live,

they must solve its mystery or die trying.
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Phantom Server may be the best litrpg series I have read at this point! Its definitely right up there at

the top. the writing was bold and clever, the action never stopped and Its really sci fi heavy with

amazing outer space exploration and futuristic tech and combat at every turn. this is the third book

in the trilogy and it does an amazing job of neatly wrapping up the story while leaving room to come

back and revisit it some day if the author wants to. I really enjoyed all three books and appreciated

the fact that this third book brought the storyline/mystery of the Phantom Server to a satisfying



conclusion.

This was an interesting series. The only thing I have against this last book, is that the ending felt

rushed, as if a larger amount of detail had been cut out as not being needed.Apart from that, quite a

good book, and I wouldn't mind seeing a possible 4th in the series if it developed on from where

they currently are, and possibly showed the troubles of integration of the three races

Great end of an awesome trilogy. The first is still, to me, the best one of the trilogy but this one was

also very interesting. We get a log of answers and leaving a lot of things to discover if the author

ever decides to go back to it. The only thing I would say that could have been better is if some of the

answers were shared within all 3 books instead of EVERYTHING being explained in this one. I

thought it slowed down the story at some points because we re getting a lot of info all at once. In

books like in everything, it is better to have the characters do instead of show and there was a lot of

show in this one.

I loved this series and I consumed this book whole. The only part I don't like is that the series seems

to have concluded here - the story is obviously not done. There is still a lot that needs to be talked

about. Many promises were made in the first 2 books that have not yet been kept. Many abilities

that were promised that were never explored. If you are Andrei Livadny, you know this.Just know,

Mr. Livadny, that I'll buy the continuing books in the series if I am alive when you write them - have

no fear. I believe I am not alone in that. Oh, by the way - if you are wondering why I gave the book

only 4 stars its because you seem to be telling me a story that's not over IS.

This book is more "hard" Science Fiction and less LitRPG. Questions are answered, often with

unexpected results. "Leveling and skill growth" are still present, but reflect reality rather than

virtualisation.The book flows well, though continuous action sequences leave little room for true

character development."Hard" Science Fiction demands firm facts -- during certain portions of the

book, it was difficult to suspend belief. The ending was a bit rushed -- it could have used more detail

and depth.This book and the series are a recommended read, though its best read "from some

distant" -- close enough to understand what the author is saying, but far enough back to retain a

perspective...

Amongst the best SciFi litRPG! You should read this.Leveling, space theory, nanotechnology, space



battles, colonization, alien races......there's a bit of everything in here!

already good reviews about this. felt satisfied with the ending as another reviewer said. But there's

definitely room for exploring the universe.

Another great litrpg in the series of books in translation processing. The translation was very good

no missteps I could find.
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